EEA Meeting 3.12.2009 Kőszeg

Minutes
1. Report of the President
The president welcomes all present.
Gives an overview on the points to be discussed.
Special welcome to Serbia a new country to organize tournaments.
Explains why the meeting is on weekdays.
Tomorrow will only be technical questions discussed.
He has made this job for 1 year. He had a lot of things he did not expect.
We done our best to organize EC Tournaments, ECH which was a success. The aim was to show that
EAA championships can be a big happening.
It is hard to cooperate with the old leadership. Some are even working against the development of
EAA. Papers, flags, medals everything has been hold back.
Rafael could not come but want to work with EAA.
The president want to invite new( young )people from all countries who want to work for archery. The
representatives are asked to look for these people in their own countries.
There has been some platform problems with the homepage.
We must cut the old structures and begin to build up a new one.
2. Report of Countries
Slovakia:
They work with FITA . 3D will be separate section or be I part of the Slovakian association. They
will still want to a member of EAA. The new leadership is opened up for all disciplines also 3D.
Croatia:
Only EAA 3D tournaments where held. More than 10 tournaments a year. Growing numbers of
3D shooters. The federation stands behind the 3D archers. They are organizing fixed courses
where people can prepare for competitions.
EAA should think about the good shooters.
Hungary:
HAA has 120 member clubs. We have created regional centers to coordinate the competitions
and the youth archery. The competitions must be regionally coordinated because we have to
many at the same time and the archers are divided resulting in to few participates on each
competition. We educate trainers who can take care of children interested in archery. We are
getting archery in schools as one of the sports the kids can choose.
We take safety as first priority. This means that we have educated safety agents and on every
competition organized by our members must have an appointed agent.

We have liability insurance on the competitions in our calendar covering the organizers and HAA
responsibility. We are now negotiating with insurance companies about the shooters
insurances.
Doping is taken seriously, including drinking alcohol. A positive doping test by authorities results
3 years zero support from the state.
We have made huge steps to introduce a new international rulebook for traditional archers so
they can have the opportunity for international competitions.
The first international competition according these rules will be held 2010 June. The rules will be
sent to EAA members as soon they are translated to English.
Serbia:
They had problems in the association. 3D archery is young in Serbia. Want to have all archers
under one umbrella. The association only wants to do FITA. In northern part of Serbia there is 67 clubs doing also 3D. Need time to change the attitude of the SAA. It is good to learn from
other countries. 1-st step was to get an authorization from SAA to represent SAA on this
meeting and, to organize EC next year.
There is a lot of fights left, they have made the first steps. Like to be in SAA as 3D section and
are working on it. The president is opened but the board is reserved in 3d matters.
Austria:
Close contact to AAA. Half of the board is connected to 3D. Not many national tournaments. No
point to have to many tournaments with a few shooters, since they are also joining international
3D competitions. Changes are to come in AAA also.

3. Cooperation with other organizations.
At the moment the most important is to grow and to help our national organizations.
The growth is more countries in 3D, introducing traditional tournaments and hunting archery
competitions.
4. Open discussion about the future
Money prizes for 1-3-d place.
Good tournament: fallowed schedule, good course, possibility for contacts
Individual prize money shoot while waiting for the results. 1piece of 3Dtarget, long distance,
short distance. Prize money depends on the amount of money collected. Fee 30 Euros/person.
If more than one maximum points are shot than reshot, after 3 shoot offs measuring the
distance to the middle. Reshoots are made from new distances.
5. National tournaments
Send the 3D national tournaments to Harald Wilfing
6. EAA Cup 2010
EC1
Austria Mühlviertel, Mai 15-16
EC2
Serbia Novisad, June 12-13
EC3
Croatia Belovar, 21-22 August

EC Fin. Hungary Kőszeg, September 18-19

7. Rules
a) Of security reasons the upper part of the clothing must be visible.(light colors like white,
yellow etc.) If the shooter does not meet this requirement a visibility west must be put on
the clothes.
b) Flying starts needs a time definition of equipment checks. On championships the checks
must be done before the competition after registration. Irremovable stickers must be on the
equipment.
c) Team competitions. Team members must be named before competition starts. Best 6 teams
shoot the finals from 0 points on 6 targets. Team finals are held same day as and after the
individual finals.
d) Crossbows. No speed limits, but the crossbow and arrows must be used according the
manufacturer’s specifications because of safety reasons. No rangefinders and laser sights
are allowed.
e) All Compound bows must have a speed limit of 330 feet/sec. or 5 grains/pound.
f) Using of lens in hunter category is allowed.
g) Age groups for international competitions are as fallows:
Cadets 15-17
Juniors 18-20
Adults 21-50
Veterans 51The filled age 1-st of January decides the whole year. Cadets and juniors can shoot in older
categories, veterans can choose to shoot as adults.
h) No electronic devices must not be used on the courses. (including phones headsets, walkie
talkies etc.)
i) Smoking is forbidden on courses except for smoking areas clearly marked by signs.
j) Alcohol in all forms is forbidden before and during competition for shooters. In case of
positive alcohol test the shooter can be disqualified from the competition.
k) Nocks and feathers must have the same shape, weight and size, the color can be different.
l) For bow hunting division there are two categories:
Bow hunting compound: All compound bows allowed, no limit of equipment. Shooting is
from red stick.
Bow hunter: all other bows than compound. No limit of equipment.
8. Administration
Proposal from the President to appoint Marian Iliar as Technical Director.
Competition rules. Shooting rules. Compleate coordination of competitions.
Voting: All votes positive
Damia Head Juge: Coordination and education of judges.
Voting: All votes positive
Hungary coordinates the traditional archery rules and competitions.
Voting: All votes positive
EAA internet shop: Katzelberger Raphael will work on this. EAA will have provision from sales.

Voting: All votes positive
Raphael is proposed as cashier for EAA and Slavco as second cashieras he is occupied at the
moment.
Voting: All votes positive
Proposal from Slovakia:
ECH every 3 year one week or every second year 3-4 days maximum.
Others:
First traditional competition will be held by Hungary June 2010 and second by Austria 2010.
August 14-15.
Rules to be finalized and translated till February by Hungary.
Service packages will be offered by EAA. The organizer can choose between the packages and
pay accordingly. 2010 is a test year for this system.
A quality standard must be set and the organizer must ensure to keep this standard. If not
penalty must be paid for the missed items.
From 2010 season one international judge is appointed by EAA the other can be chosen and
paid by the organizer.

